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Mr Mohammed Sadiq Miah

Place of Residence: West Midlands
Sector: Information Technology

M

r Mohammed Sadiq Miah is
the current Managing Director
of an online marketing consultancy
firm WSI. The second generation
British Bangladeshi was born in
1982 and has progressed through
the British education system
developing a particular interest in
the
area
of
Information
Technology. In June 2005, Mr Miah
graduated with a BSc (Hons)
Degree in Information and
Management Systems from the
famous University of Manchester.
He also has 9 GCSE’s which he
obtained from Wood Green High
School College of Sport, as well as
A
Level’s
in
Information
Technology,
Chemistry
and
Biology.
Throughout his life Mr Miah has
always shown a commitment to
charity being a valuable member
to Walsall’s of Bangladeshi
Progressive society which help
organise various events for the
local community. Mr Miah is regularly helping to organise events to
raise money for the people of
Bangladesh, especially after the
Cyclone which was published in
the Daily Express and Star. Four
times a year Mr Miah organises
charity events to raise money for
Chernobyl’s Children.
After
graduating
in
2005,
Mohammed Sadiq Miah embarked

in a career in education and
became an ICT teacher at the
Oldbury College of Sport. Only
after a year into his teaching
career Mr Miah progressed into an
assistant head of year position.
Since 2007, Mr Miah has held the
position of Managing Director for
an online marketing consultant
firm WSI and is looking to continue
to build his knowledge and experience of Marketing. This is a company, which he has established
himself, and showcases him as a
young, up and coming British
Bangladeshi
entrepreneur.
Furthermore Sadiq Miah has two
other ventures in the pipeline that
are due to be launched very
shortly.
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Mr Miah has a keen interest in
health and fitness as well as being
a very talented footballer. He’s a
member of a prominent Sunday
League team in the Walsall region
and has even represented a soccer team in the United States. Mr
Miah has a keen interest in politics
and regularly keeps up to date latest world news stories. Mr Miah
wants to get more involved in the
community and in the process
organise charity groups to help the
people of Bangladesh.
Mr Mohammed Sadiq Miah is an
educated and accomplished young
businessman, who is definitely a
talent to be looked out for in the
forthcoming years.

